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DISEASED, ROTTEN DONKEY MEAT AND PERHAPS EVEN PORK ON SAUDI AIRLINES

'Donkey meat' on Saudi Arabian airline?

Airline official says some of the imported meat served is diseased or
donkey flesh
Saudi Arabian Airlines could have served its passengers donkey meat, ignoring warnings by a
local government food control body that imported meat from Tunisia could be diseased or is
donkey meat.

A Saudi Airlines executive made the accusations in a television interview this week, prompting
many Saudis to write to local newspapers calling for the prosecution of those responsible for
such an act.

Abdullah Al Bubou, a senior inspector at the supply division in the Airlines, said Saudi Arabia’s
General Food and Drugs Authority had repeatedly warned the airlines to stop import of
foodstuffs from Tunisia and serving them on its aircraft following reports on the spread of
diseases among cattle in that Arab country.

“There were also reports about widespread sale of donkey and horse meat in Tunisia….but the
Saudi Arabian Airlines did not heed that warning,” Bubou said in the interview on Rotana
Khaleeji television.

“This has prompted the Authority to stop all the meat and other food items imported by the
airlines from Tunisia…but after nearly one month, these food items appeared on board Saudi
aircraft, including meat without certificates of origin… the stuff could be diseased or donkey
meat… the problem is that they (Saudi Airlines) started to opt for foodstuffs that are about to
expire as they are cheaper,” he said, quoted by Saudi Arabic language newspapers.

Bubou, a Saudi, blamed newly-appointed non-Saudi officials in the airline for such acts, which
he said served their interests.
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“As a result, the quality of food served aboard Saudi Arabian aircraft has largely declined over
the past few months and has become almost unfit for human consumption… but as you see,
they still insist on serving these diseased meals,” he said, adding that he has documents
supporting his accusations.

“I have evidence to all what I say not only about the supply division in Saudi Arabia but in
Cairo…one day, a consignment of donkey meat arrived in Cairo for the zoo there and at the
same time, another shipment for the supply division arrived….tests showed this meat is similar
to donkey meat yet it was later served for the passengers aboard Saudi Arabian aircraft.”

In letters published by the Saudi Sabq newspaper on Monday, many Saudis called for
prosecuting those responsible for such actions while others were sarcastic in their comments. “I
think all those responsible in the Airlines should be prosecuted and all passengers who doubt
they had donkey meat should be compensated,” Abu Abdullah said in his letter.

A sarcastic reader, Dhafer Al Qahtani, called it a “braying disaster,” while another citizen said:
“The question is whether it was donkey or zebra meat.”

“I would rather travel from Riyadh to Jeddah aboard a donkey than eat a donkey aboard a Saudi
aircraft,” another reader commented."

The gluttony and greed of those going for Umrah and Hajj know no bounds, hence they devour
with relish the rotten, diseased donkey meat served to them aboard Saudi aircraft. The rise of
immorality in Muslims is also due to their gluttonous consumption of halaalized donkey meat
and pork.

We have been screaming for decades on this issue. Now even modernists with little Deeni
attachment are echoing what we have maintained for so many years. SANHA, MJC, NIHT and
the other members of this mob of carrion halaalizers can no longer sweep the filth and rot under
the rug. There is no more space under the carpet to accommodate all the rotten filth which
these miserable entities are halaalizing to gratify their inordinate lust for the haraam boodle.
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Muslims who are travelling to Saudi Arabia for Hajj and Umrah should exercise care. They
should not at all eat any of the food served on any aircraft anywhere in the world. All foods
served on airlines are filthy, diseased and rot-infested. Reliable reports have mentioned even
faeces, cockroaches, etc. contaminating airline ‘food’.

Going for Hajj and Umrah requires purification of body and soul. Take along your own
sandwiches and light lunch. The journey is only a few hours. At the airport in Jeddah do not
consume the foods sold at the restaurants. The same filth and diseased donkey meat is sold.
The chips are fried in the same oil in which the haraam carrion chickens are fried. Your
Hajj/Umrah will be despoilt with the haraam, rotten, diseased carrion in your body. The same
applies to the meat products sold on the streets and served in the hotels in Makkah and
Madinah. Many people who have gone for Umrah have suffered food-poisoning recently in
Makkah.

Be a bit abstinent to purify your body so that your heart and brain can concentrate on the acts of
ibaadat you are required to fulfil. With filth and carrion in your body, you will not derive the
benefit and the Noor of the Ibaadat in which you engage. The acquisition of Taqwa is heavily
reliant on the consumption of halaal and tayyib food.

These carrion halaalizers need to be buried alive. Their graves need to be filled with stones and
thorns, not sand. They are the vilest hoodlums and destroyers of Imaan of the Ummah. This
scum exists in almost all countries nowadays. All of them collude to destroy the physical
health and the spiritual health of the Ummah. Never trust their satanic logos which
scandalously advertise the haraam carrion products of the kuffaar as ‘halaal’.

WHEN JOURNEYING BY PLANE, TAKE WITH YOUR OWN HALAAL, TAYYIB FOOD. DUMP
WHATEVER CARRION CHICKENS YOU HAVE IN YOUR FREEZER. ALL COMMERCIALLY
KILLED CHICKENS HALAALIZED BY SANHA, MJC, NIHT, ICSA, ETC. ARE HARAAM.
BEWARE OF RUINING YOUR IMAAN AND YOUR HEALTH WITH THE ROTTEN, DISEASED
HARAAM CARRION WHICH THESE VERMIN HALAALIZE.
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“O People! Eat from the earth what is halaal and tayyib, And do not follow in the
footsteps of shaitaan. Verily, heis your
declared enemy. Verily, he instructs you with only immorality,
evil and that you fabricate on Allah what you do not know.”

(Qur’aan)

26 Shawwaal 1436 (12 August 2015)
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